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Summary

Infection prevention and control experts have expended valuable health service time developing and implementing tools to audit health workers’ hand hygiene compliance by direct observation. Although described as the ‘gold standard’ approach to hand hygiene audit, this method is labour intensive and may be inaccurate unless performed by trained personnel who are regularly monitored to ensure quality control. New technological devices have been developed to generate ‘real time’ data, but the cost of installing them and using them during routine patient care has not been evaluated. Moreover, they do not provide as much information about the hand hygiene episode or the context in which hand hygiene has been performed as direct observation. Uptake of hand hygiene products offers an inexpensive alternative to direct observation. Although product uptake would not provide detailed information about the hand hygiene episode or local barriers to compliance, it could be used as a continuous monitoring tool. Regular inspection of the data by infection prevention and control teams and clinical staff would indicate when and where direct investigation of practice by direct observation and questioning of staff should be targeted by highly trained personnel to identify local problems and improve practice.
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Introduction
Healthcare-associated infection (HAI) is a major source of anxiety to patients and the public and is very costly to health services. Most HAIs are spread by direct contact during patient care. Hand hygiene has traditionally been regarded as the single most important infection prevention and control measure and has been intensively promoted in the wake of influential work in Geneva which has indicated positive benefits following the introduction of alcohol products to cleanse hands, with an ongoing campaign of performance feedback and reminders to encourage uptake. Similar campaigns have since been introduced in other continental countries, England, Wales, Scotland, Canada and the United States (US), Australia and many parts of the developing world. In these campaigns the primary method of audit is by directly observing health workers’ hand hygiene compliance.

Hand hygiene audit by direct observation
Direct observation has been described as the ‘gold standard’ method of auditing hand hygiene. Auditors are able to document frequency, performance in relation to the total number of hand hygiene opportunities witnessed (giving a measure of appropriateness) and thoroughness (giving a measure of the excellence of technique). Auditors can see first hand which individuals are complying and failing to comply with hand hygiene protocols and intervene to encourage improved performance. They can also identify barriers to compliance and seek local solutions. However, a number of disadvantages have been identified with this method. Direct observation is labour intensive, time consuming and therefore expensive. Auditors need to be trained and monitored regularly to ensure quality control of the audit process. The accuracy of results is likely to be affected by the Hawthorne and observer effects because it is inevitably overt. The timing of observation has the potential to influence results. Few authors report auditing hand hygiene compliance at night and weekends or appear to have provided training to auditors during interventions intended to improve hand hygiene compliance. Hand hygiene may be required during delivery of care to the same patient, not just between overall patient care episodes but observation is compromised when bedside curtains are drawn. Closely shadowing health workers during intimate procedures infringes patients’ privacy and there are clear ethical dilemmas. Moreover, the potential advantages of direct observation are rarely capitalized upon. Most authors report frequency or the number of hand hygiene opportunities accepted, but only a few have attempted to document thoroughness. There appear to be no published reports to testify the effectiveness of intervening and correcting practice while audit is taking place.

Alternatives to hand hygiene audit by direct observation
Self-reported hand hygiene compliance
Self-reported hand hygiene compliance is unlikely to be accurate in view of the emphasis currently placed on infection prevention in general and hand hygiene in particular. It is very
likely that rates of compliance collected by self-report will be inflated as few health workers can remain unaware that cleansing hands is important.

Peer reporting hand hygiene compliance

In some organisations hand hygiene compliance is audited by peers. Again, there is scope for distortion, through under or over-rating levels of compliance and the issue of training and monitoring peer auditors.

Product uptake

Product uptake is used as a measure of hand hygiene compliance in an increasing number of research reports. In some studies it has been taken as a secondary outcome measure to corroborate the results of audit by direct observation 17-22 but in a growing number it has represented the main measure of hand hygiene behaviour 23-26 replacing direct observation. An obvious disadvantage is the exaggerated uptake that will be reported in cases of wastage or if the product is used for some purpose other than hand hygiene, such as general cleaning. However alcohol-based antiseptics are now widely used as the main hand hygiene agents, replacing liquid soaps in many hospitals. The accuracy of audit by product uptake is thus likely to be increased: alcohol handrubs and gels incorporating emollients are far less likely to be used for general cleaning than soap. There is increasing interest in product uptake as the main measure of compliance during routine hand hygiene audit in some continental countries 4 and a recent literature review has indicated that it might provide a more sensitive indicator of the impact of alcohol-based antiseptics on HAI rates than traditional audit by direct observation 27.

Sroka et al 28 evaluated the impact of alcohol handrub use on rates of meticillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) by re-analyzing data from 12 studies which reported exact amounts of alcohol handrub consumed, and/or hand hygiene compliance by direct observation over time. Increased product uptake correlated significantly ($r = 0.78$) with improvement in hospital-acquired MRSA rates but there was no correlation between hand hygiene compliance and nosocomial MRSA. Sroka et al 27 also demonstrated that where consumption of alcohol handrub was comparatively high at the beginning of data collection, there was less improvement in MRSA rates over time than where level of consumption was low. It was not possible to establish the extent to which alcohol products were responsible for improvement in nosocomial MRSA, as a bundle of infection prevention and control measures was already in place in all the institutions where data were collected. A further limitation of the study pointed out by the authors was the lack of evidence of a causal relationship between alcohol consumption and MRSA. However, the analysis by Sroka et al 27 holds promise that product uptake as an indicator of compliance may be a feasible and valid measure, when the product in question is alcohol-based.
Clear advantages of product uptake to audit hand hygiene compliance are that it is inexpensive, avoids Hawthorne and observer effects because it does not disrupt usual clinical activity and generates data continuously at all times of day, every day. Product uptake cannot supply information about the level of compliance for individual members of staff or professional groups or help identify barriers to compliance, but it could be used as a general screening tool to indicate clinical areas where compliance appears to be problematic. Alcohol handrubs are now being used widely in the non-acute sector such as nursing homes. Hand hygiene compliance by direct observation is particularly challenging in these settings. Residents usually occupy single rooms and the total number of hand hygiene opportunities for many individuals is likely to be low as fewer clinical contacts are performed than for typical acute hospital patients. Considerable observation is thus required to generate little data. Nevertheless nursing home clients are elderly, frail, chronically ill and at risk of infection. Recent hospital admission increases the risk of MRSA carriage and homes may operate as reservoirs of infection for hospitals because of frequent patient transfers. As greater numbers of infirm older people receive care in nursing homes, hand hygiene compliance to prevent and control HAI will become of increasing importance.

Alternative methods of hand hygiene audit

Electronic monitoring devices attached to taps were first used in observational studies to document the frequency of hand hygiene. More sophisticated devices are now available. They can be attached to wall-mounted soap and alcohol dispensers which are battery powered and generate data downloadable to a computer. Feasibility studies indicate that such devices can provide information about fluctuations in product uptake throughout the day corresponding with times of greatest clinical activity when more hand hygiene opportunities occur and corroborate expectations that uptake will be greater in areas of high patient dependency. Similar devices have been used to capture hand hygiene frequency in studies that evaluate the effectiveness of hand hygiene improvement interventions and in observational studies.

The advantage of electronic monitoring devices is that they provide real time data, but they share all the other disadvantages of product uptake plus the costs of installation, disruption in clinical areas while they are being installed and maintenance. So far the costs and cost-effectiveness of installing and using these systems do not appear to have been adequately described in feasibility studies. Results are less accurate than audit by product uptake because use from free-standing dispensers and the small, individual dispensers which staff may carry in some organisations is not accounted for, possibly explaining the lack of correlation between audit by product uptake and traditional observation that has been reported by some authors. The real time data is generated in very large amounts and is only of benefit if managers and infection prevention teams have sufficient time to analyse and interpret them.
Other possibilities involve the use of wearable devices and intelligent computerized devices with video cameras to capture hand hygiene data. Wearable devices seem acceptable to patients and staff, but their cost does not appear to have been evaluated in published studies. Feasibility studies have been undertaken to explore the use of computerized video systems to encourage patients with dementia to wash hands. Their use in clinical settings to capture the routine hand hygiene activity of health workers remains to be reported and is fraught with problems. Careful placing would be necessary to avoid intruding on patients’ privacy and as with electronic monitoring devices, the expense and disruption arising through installation would probably be prohibitive for everyday use, although such systems might possibly have something to offer in research studies.

**A combined approach to hand hygiene audit**

Laboratory studies have indicated the amount of alcohol product required to achieve adequate cover of the total hand surface and the optimal time required for antisepsis to be achieved. More work needs to be undertaken in clinical settings to validate product uptake as a measure of hand hygiene compliance during routine patient care in the acute and non-acute health care sector. There might be advantages to combining product uptake routinely as a screening tool with traditional auditing by direct observation. Regular inspection and feedback of data generated by ongoing product uptake would alert infection prevention teams to unexpected variations in use which should trigger visits to clinical areas. Marked increase or decrease in product uptake would both merit closer scrutiny: increase could indicate a change in patient dependency or clinical workload which if ongoing, would have implications for infection prevention and control long term. Decrease would require troubleshooting to explore problems. The more detailed information provided by traditional audit employing direct observation could be used to identify local barriers to practice or lack of compliance by particular members of staff. Discussion of possible problems with staff and managers is important to overcome local barriers to hand hygiene compliance. The need for accurate and detailed hand hygiene compliance data is of paramount importance in the growing number of NHS trusts which are announcing ‘zero tolerance’ to lack of compliance. These hospitals failure to comply with hand hygiene protocols has become a matter for disciplinary action and if persistent, dismissal. Watertight evidence of failure to comply should be available if accusations of unfairness and appeals are to be avoided. Failure to comply documented by timed and dated video footage could be used as evidence but would be unlikely to be available as part of regular audit in most institutions. However, failure to cleanse hands when requested to do so during audit could be regarded as evidence that might be used in disciplinary action. Of greatest importance is the accuracy of information supplied to patients and their families, especially when it is used to help them make choices about the best hospital to receive safe care. Many NHS trusts have responded to mounting public concern about HAI by posting hand hygiene information on their websites. Some of the rates
of compliance quoted seem excessive: **80% and in some cases over 90%**. However, there are **reports of regular 90% compliance in some countries, notably Scotland**. Information for lay people about this single (though important) activity should be placed in perspective within the whole context of infection prevention and control and where the results of audit are presented, readers should be supplied with information that is credible and trustworthy.

**Conclusion**

Infection prevention experts have expended much valuable health service time developing and implementing tools to audit hand hygiene by direct observation. Routine screening obtained from product uptake combined with the occasional, highly skilled expertise of infection prevention personnel appears to offer greater advantages than expensive technological solutions. The feasibility of a combined approach should be explored with further studies to refine the method and explore feasibility and acceptability.
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